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The unknown and millenary human being’s history in Africa. From the first hominids and Ancient Egypt,
Prester John, the Swahili and Zulu people and the slave trade, to the muslim yihad, the colonial yoke, the
uncontrolled militarisation, the Apartheid and the decadence of the racists regimes. A fascinating historic
trip throughout the most ignored continent.

Synopsis
Get to know the history of human beings in Africa, the oldest history in all continents and
which trajectory has always been connected to the rest of the world. From the appearance
of the first hominids in Africa and until the slave trades, colonialism, decolonisation and the
south African apartheid.
Eric García Moral presents the frican societies to the reader, from prehistory to our days,
through which it will show its historical evolution and the actual condition of Africa and its
people.

Breve historia de África Subsahariana will break down the stereotypes such as Africa being a
continent without history, paused at the tribal stage. African history is dynamic, continuous,
has its ups and downs, its splendour and decay periods, and a significant connexion to the
rest of the world. With an enjoyable narration, far from the usual academic style, the reader
will set himself closer to many amazing african history episodes that are probably unknown
to him, away from the prevailing eurocentrism.
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Sales pitch
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- This book narrates African history with accuracy, a hardly divulged topic in historical monographs in Spanish. Its author makes public the history of Africa leaving behind the usual
eurocentrism in this type of books.
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- This Breve Historia shows African history as changeable and dynamic, in contrast to the
idea that the continent’s history is a stalled compartment in which its people got stuck at the
tribal era. A book that will destroy all stereotypes about the continent.
- This book demystifies some of the most extended legends about the African empires, its
leaders, and the epic poems which the legends talk about, making public the truth that’s in
them.
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- Its author has a PhD in African History by the University of Barcelona and a MA in World
History by the Pompeu Fabra University. He has attended many profesional development
specific courses. In addition, he is a member of the GESA (An African societies study group)
and he usually participates in university conferences which are related to African topics. Furthermore, he writes a blog called Tras las huellas de Kuma, about African history too.

